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AJ Sign Company 
YOUR IMAGE. OUR EVERYTHING. 

A TRUSTED 
INDUSTRY 
PARTNER 
AJ Sign Co. is a full service sign company located in the Capital Region of NY. Our team of 
experts design, manufacture, and install a wide variety of architectural signs, interior & 
ADA signs, vehicle graphics, large format digital print products, and more! In business 
since 1981, we have been providing quality custom signage for over 40 years! We have a 
large manufacturing facility boasting some of the latest technologies and techniques to 
get the job done right. We’re ready to help at a moments notice! 

SERVING THE NORTHEAST SINCE 1981 
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AJ Sign Company 
YOUR IMAGE. OUR EVERYTHING. 

THE RIGHT TOOLS 
FOR THE JOB 
With AJ Signs you can always expect a prompt response to your signage needs. We have 
crews of expert installers, all with OSHA safety training to ensure a safe and e!icient 
installation. Our permit procurement specialists will work on your behalf to ensure 
satisfaction. Top of the line equipment and techniques are used, from fabrication to the 
"inal inspection. Whether it’s emergency maintenance, a full system change, or new 
signage projects, AJ Signs is always ready for anything! 

ELLIOT L60 | ELLIOT M43 | VERSALIFT 36 | 100FT CRANE 
BACKHOE | DUMP TRUCK | TRANSPORT TRAILERS     

FORKLIFT FOR LOAD & UNLOAD | FULL SERVICE FLEET                                          
LARGE STORAGE YARD WITH VIDEO SURVEILLANCE 
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AJ Sign Company 
YOUR IMAGE. OUR EVERYTHING. 

EXTERIOR SIGNAGE 
The "irst thing the public will see at your business is your sign. Exterior signage sets a 
tone for the rest of the customer experience. Classic and carved or illuminated and 
"lashy, we will make your client’s business stand out above the rest. 

MULTI-TENANT | FREESTANDING | WAYFINDING | LIGHTING  
DIGITAL | WALL | CHANNEL LETTERS | DIMENSIONAL 
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AJ Sign Company 
YOUR IMAGE. OUR EVERYTHING. 

INTERIOR SIGNAGE 
Creative interior signage will make your environment a memorable experience. Whether 
it’s their logo at the front desk, vinyl graphics on your walls, or way"inding & ADA signs to 
get people where they need to go, great interior signage is important to your business. 

WINDOW DECALS | ADA SIGNS | WAYFINDING | LOGO SIGNS 
WALL GRAPHICS | DIGITAL | INTERIOR BRANDING | LIGHTING 
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AJ Sign Company 
YOUR IMAGE. OUR EVERYTHING. 

VEHICLE GRAPHICS 
Vehicle wraps are a fantastic solution for amplifying your business’s reach. Our expert 
design and marketing team can adapt a design for your vehicles or bring your vision to 
life, including full vehicle wraps, lettering, and emergency vehicle graphics. Wraps let 
your vehicle advertise for you.#Our Avery Dennison™ certi"ied team will work within your 
budget to make the most of your vehicle wraps & graphics, using the highest quality, 
warrantied materials for a long-lasting "inish. AJ Signs also o$ers quantity pricing 
discounts and "leet pricing incentives. 

FULL VINYL WRAPS | DOOR LETTERING | LOGO DECALS 
WINDOW TINT | PERFORATED WINDOW DECALS 
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AJ Sign Company 
YOUR IMAGE. OUR EVERYTHING. 

CONTACT US 
Let’s stay in touch! Feel free to reach out to us with any questions or ideas, our team of 
sign experts would love to help bring your signage or graphics project to life! 

 
SALES@AJSIGNS.COM 

842 SARATOGA RD, BURNT HILLS, NY 12027 
PHONE: (518) 399-9291
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